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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

For over 20 years complex, in-reactor experiments have been performed at
Argonne National Laboratory (AND to invest igate the performance of nuclear
reactor fuel and to support the developement of large computer codes that
address questions of reactor safety in f u l l - sca le plants. Not only are
computer codes an important end-product of the research, but computer analysis
is also involved intimately at most stages of experiment planning, data
reduction, and evaluation. For instance, many experiments are of sufficiently
long duration or, i f they are of brief duration, occur in such a purposeful
sequence that need for speedy availabil ity of on-line data is paramount. This
is made possible most eff iciently by computer assisted displays and evalu-
ation. Additionally, planning of experiments is based both on results of
previous experiments and current perceptions, of technological issues; so
experimenters need ready access to both the past experiment data base as well
as current codes used in test design. Certain needs and problems are possibly
unique to experiments performed in reactors. For example, the general safety
requirement that tested reactor materials be isolated from the biosphere under
a l l conceivable circumstances serves largely to isolate the experiment from
the experimenter. The upshot is great reliance upon code calculations to
supplement the relatively fragmented description of a test environment
obtainable from on-line test data and post test disassembly. Furthermore,
meeting the needs of the program is complicated by the fact that experiments
are planned and analyzed at AMI. in I l l ino is , but performed In test reactors a t
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (IKEL) in Idaho.

To address these requirements a purposeful linking of main-frame, mini,
and micro computers has been effected over the past eight years which greatly
enhances the speed with which experimental data are reduced to useful forms
and applied to the relevant technological issues. This greater efficiency In
data managment led also to improvements in the planning and execution of
subsequent experiments. Raw data from experiments performed at INEL is stored
directly on disk and tape with the aid of minicomputers. Either during or
shortly after an experiment, data may be transfered, via a direct l ink, to the
I l l inois offices of ANL where the data base is stored on a minicomputer
system. This Idaho-to-Ill1no1s link has both enhanced experiment performance
and allowed rapid dissemination of results.
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It has proven to be both cost and time effective to use minicomputers for
tasks involving relatively simple manipulations on large amounts of data
available in the data base (eg. graphical displays). Technological issues, on
the other hand, are often addressed by running large, complex codes on
mainframe (eventually super) computers; so links have been created to move
both processed test data up to the ANL mainframes and computed output back
down to compare with test data. Dedicated microprocessors are used to take
data directly from experiments as well as efficiently communicate with
minicomputers and mainframes. Finally, experimenters and analysts are linked
to this computer network by dedicated high-speed lines to provide "in-office"
access to all phases of the system.

Experiments were performed in existing, operational facilities,
specifically the Transient Reactor Test Facility (TREAT) [1] and the
Engineering Test Reactor (ETR) [2], Design and analysis of experiments in the
ANL in-pile experiment project has been the responsibility of about 20
experimenter/analysts. Two full-time individuals have managed the development
and maintenance of the computer system. In addition, $35 K is spent oach year
on development and maintenance of the computer system. The total cost for
both of these is a small fraction of the total cost of the experiment
program. Thus, both the manpower and dollar costs of the computer system
development and maintenance are modest.

In subsequent sections of this paper these aspects of the computer system
which assist the planning, execution, and evaluation of in-reactor experiments
are discussed in more technical detail. To help focus attention on
information and analysis- its useful flow and dissemination- experiment
facilities and facility oriented features will in general be excluded from
detailed discussion. Neither the test facilities [1,2] nor the pr^tiary
aquisition of test data to disk or tape, will be.discussed here, nor will
certain special-purpose systems which take data in parallel with the primary
system for specific diagnostic purposes (such as the fission product detection
system [3] and fast neutron hodoscope [4]). Likewise, the large mainframe
computer codes which address technological issues are not discussed here. The
interested reader is directed elsewhere in the references for further
information.

Section 2 describes the nature of and access to the experiment data
base. Distinction is made between situations where speedy real time access is
desired (2.1) and situations where the data can be more efficiently stored for
posttest analysis (2.2). Section 3 describes some recent computer network
experience that included real-time links between Illinois and Idaho. An
experiment performed in the ETR (3.1), featuring high-speed data transfer and
limited real-time displays is described as well as current experiments at
TREAT with slower data transfer rates but featuring considerable variety of
real-time displays (3.2). Section 4 describes computer links among the
experiment data base, the ANL IBM mainframe, and experimenter/analyst
users. This network makes possible the optimal use of minicomputers,
micrcomputers, and mainframes in the planning, evaluation and analysis of
experiments. Section 5 concludes the paper by making some assessment of the
programmatic benefits brought about by the described network.



2.0 NATURE AMD ACCESS TO THE EXPERIMENT DATA BASE

2.1 Access to Real-time Data During an Experiment

Real time access to experiment data requires programs to co l lec t , s tore,
allow access for display, as well as schedule. This section describes data
formats, acquis i t ion programs and the scheduler, and f i n a l l y the display
programs. Experience with these programs w i l l be described in Sec. 3.

Associated with each experiment is a Parameter Description File (PDF). A
PDF describes an arb i t rary number of parameters, each of which is d i rec t l y
related to a part iculer sensor or is derived from mult iple sensors. For each
parameter the PDF contains the following values:

1. PNUM - The parameter number. Each parameter has a unique parameter
number. A user specif ies parameter subsets by giving parameter
numbers.

2. PID - A short, i . e . , up to eight charac ter , ident i f i ca t ion for the
parameter.

3. PUNITS - The engineering units for the parameter.

4. PTITLE - A descriptive t i t l e (up to eighty characters) for the
parameter.

As examples, the following is a set of three definitions:

PNUM PID PUNITS PTITLE

1 PEXIT psig Pressure at Steam Exit
2 TEXIT Deg F Steam Exit Temperature
3 TSAT Deg F Saturation Temperature at Steam Exit

The f i rs t two parameters are calculated directly from sensor input values.
The third parameter (TSAT) is calculated from the other parameters.

As real-time data is collected during a test f t is stored in a format
called Multiple Parameter Format. A set of data in Multiple Parameter format
consists of two f i les : a Multiple Parameter Directory f i l e and a Multiple
Parameter Data f i l e . The data f i l e consists of an arbitrary number of
records. Each record contains data collected at a specific time. The record
contains the date and time of data collection together with the data values.
The Directory f i l e describes the set of parameters for the data in each record
of the data f i l e .

During an experiment, four multiple parameter data sets are generated:
DYNRAH, DYNCVT, SAVRAW, AND SAVCVT. The d--ta f i l e s for DYNRAW and DYNCVT each
consists of a single record containing ",h< >st recent data sample. This
allows display programs to quickly find viie most recent data. SAVRAW and
SAVCVT contains the complete set of data. The RAW f i l e s contain raw data and
the CVT f i les converted data.
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While data is being collected the following tasks are active:

1. DAQ - Data Acquisition. This task receives data from the external
world, converts i t to Multiple Parameter Format, stores the new set
of data in DYNRAW, and notif ies SCHTSK that a new set of data is
available.

2. SCHTSK - The scheduling task. Each time DAQ notif ies SCHTSK that a
new set of data is available, SCHTSK notif ies other tasks that data
is available. If any of the tasks SAVRAW, CONVRT, SAVCVT, and ALARM
are turned on, each is notified and allowed to complete before the
next is notif ied. A fter these tasks complete, SCHTSK notifies a l l
display tasks running in dynamic mode that a new set of data is
available. A task (SCH) allows the operator to turn tasks on and
off .

3. SAVRAW - Save Raw data. This task reads the record in DYNRAW and
adds i t to the end of SAVRAW.

4. CONYRT - Conversion program. This program converts raw data to
engineering units. I t also computes a l l parameters that are related
to multiple sensors. I t reads the record in DYNRAW, performs i t ' s
conversions, and writes the record in DYNCVT.

5. SAVCVT - Save converted data. This task reads the record in DYNCVT
and adds i t to the end of SAVCVT.

A number of general purpose programs are available to display Multiple
Parameter data. These programs can either display K.eviousl.y collected data
or can be placed in dynamic mode. When placed in dynamic mode, a program is
notif ied by SCHTSK each time a new set of data is available. The programs use
the Parameter Description File for column headers, t i t l e s , etc.

The following display programs are available:

1. MPL - Multiple Parameter List. This program can l i s t data for an
arbitrary subset of the parameters defined by PDF and for an
arbitrary time interval .

2. MPP - Multiple Parameter Plot. This program produces time history
plot.- of a user specified set of parameters.

"*. MXY - Multiple parameter X vs Y plot. This program produces a plot
of a user specified set of parameters vs any other parameter.

4. SKM - Schematic pi c^am. This program produces schematics together
with data values on any graphics terminal that honors the Tektronics
4010 or 4014 commands.

5. PIC - Picture program. This program produces schematics on any CRT
terminal that is VT52 or VT100 compatible.



6. MPB - Multiple Parameter Bounds. This program accepts desired values
and allowed deviations for a user specified set of parameters. After
reading a data sample i t flags any parameters that may be outside of
specifications.

7. Special Purpose Programs - This refers to any program that is written
for a particular test.
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2.2 Postest Data Storage and Analysis

For posttest purposes experimental aata is stored in a random access
f i l e ; each record containing 504 words of information. The f i r s t two words
contain the starting time, and delta time for the record; followed by 500 data
points. The last two words indicate a label and units for the record. The
conceptual difference between this method of data storage and that used for
real time applications (2.1) is that, here, each record contains the time
history of a singTe instrument whereas in 2.1 a record contains many
instruments at a single time. Emphasis here is on efficiency of storage,
integrity of storage, and reauy access to users.

This data is located on either of two PDP11/60 computers with backups on
tape and in the IBM central computer tape l ibrary, which allows us to have
different copies in different places and on different machines. In the event
that the PDPll/60's malfunction, data can be moved from one to the other and
i f both are down, i t can be processed on the IBM mainframe. Because i t is
slower and more expensive, processing test data on the IBM mainframe is only
done as a last resort. A single experiment may require up to 80 megabytes of
storage.

On the PDP11/60 computers, once approved by a lead experimenter, the test
data is stored in a system user area. This makes i t available to a l l users
for reading, but prohits modification, protecting i ts integri ty for other
users. An entire library of programs is available to process this data.
However, any modifications must be written into a new dataset on the user's
own area. This allows independent analyses to be made changing parameters and
creating new ones without modifying the basic data.

Fortran-77 is available making i t possible for individuals to write
programs modifying or calculating new functions from the basic data. I f the
new algorithms prove useful to the group as a whole, they may be incorporated
into the general library along with instructive documentation.

The current l ibrary of user programs includes programs to Display,
Modify, and Input to the database.

Display routines include:

PLT - a menu-driven generalized plot package using TEK4014
protocol. Features include:
1) plot saving capabilit ies
2) replotting on any of the IBM mainframe devices
3) linear or log axes
4) plotting records as a function of time or each other
5) adding legends real time after drawing the rest of the

plot
FLIST - allows the printing of records (1 per page)
FVERIF - allows the user to identify the contents >f a

database
FTAB - allows the user to output data in tabular form for use

in other programs (especially useful for IBM batch
programs)
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FOUT - allows the user to write records in Ascii for editing
and then reinput them using FflPUT

FDUMP - allows users to put all or part of a database on tape
for storage or transfer to the IBM mainframe

Standard modification routine1; include:

FMOVE - copies records from one database to another
FCHNG - changes records in a database using polynomial

functions, also allows changing of time base and
labels

FCALC - does vector arithmetic on sets of records
FAVRG - averages points in records to create smaller amounts

of data for p lo t t ing or other programs
FNTGRO - integrates records
FDXDT - "d i f fe ren t ia tes" records
EPFIT, RODSHD - specialized routines to handle nuclear

instrumental'on

Standard Input routines include:

FNPUT - allows the input of records from an Ascii dataset or
the console

FUNTAB - allows the user to input tabular data into TREAT
format, so he can use the output of other programs to
add to the database (especially useful in receiving
computed results from the IBM mainframe)

FLOAD - allows a user to read a tape of data written by FDUMP

Special Input routines accessed by the system manager include:

IRIG - an RT-11 program to digitize TREAT 14 track analog
tapes down to 1 point per 100 microseconds.

RTREAT - reads digital tapes from the TREAT DAS system
DORIC - reads digital cassette tapes from a datalogger.

These can be read at the computer or from TREAT over
telephone lines using VADIC modems.
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3.Q RECENT COMPUTER NETWORK EXPERIENCE

3.1 Sodium Loop Safety Fac i l i t y (SLSF) Experiment P4

The SLSF Experiment P4 performed in 1982 was designed to study the
response of a p ra to typ ica l l y heated and cooled reactor fuel pin bundle to
serious loca l fau l ts and fuel fa i lu res [ 5 ] . Instruments recorded included
about 128 thermocouples, flowmeters, and pressure transducers. An on- l ine
cover gas system (OLCS) was also used to sample and examine cover gas for
evidence of fuel fa i lu res by high resolut ion gamma spectroscopy [ 6 ] . The
experiment included a precondit ioning i r r a d i a t i o n last ing many days fol lowed
by a t rans ient over-power that lasted several minutes. The main purposes of
the Data Acquis i t ion Systems (DAS) were to provide a re l i ab le system for
co l lec t ing and stor ing data for long periods of time and for t ransmit t ing t h i s
data to operators and experimenters. Requirements included some real time
display capab i l i t y as well as transmission of data from Idaho to I l l i n o i s .

Data acquis i t ion for the Sodium Loop Safety Fac i l i t y (SLSF) experiment P4
used three computers for the continuous co l l ec t i on of data and two computers
for the rout ing and d isp lay ing of data. A schematic of t h i s system is shown
in Fig. 1 . Four of these computer systems were located at the Engineering
Test Reactor (ETR) s i t e , i n Idaho, to access sensor signals from the analog to
d i g i t a l i n te r faces . The f i f t h system was located at AML in I l l i n o i s , and was
used mainly for display and storage of data. A l l display computers were
connected together using the DECNET software package. DECNET is a set of
software products that extend the f a c i l i t i e s of various DEC operating systems
so that they can be interconnected to form computer networks. The t rans-
mission of data was managed over a dedicated phone l i ne using 9600 baud long
distance modems.

Two systems, the primary and secondary DAS, were used to co l l ec t data,
from loop sensors, during the experiment. The computer i n the primary DAS was
a D ig i ta l Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP-11/34 with 32k words of memory.
Software i n the primary DAS was a DEC RT-11 real time operating system. The
computer i n the secondary DAS was a DEC PDP-15/78 wi th 40k words of memory
using an in-house operating system supporting data acqu i s i t i on , FOCAL, and a
select ion of operator commands. The primary and secondary systems co l lec ted
data from 256 and 128 loop sensors, respec t i ve ly . The 128 channels on the
secondary were backup records of the most c r i t i c a l tes t sect ion sensors. The
channel to channel sampling frequency of the mult iplexers was approximately
100 microseconds. The system had the a b i l i t y to handle the 256 channels i n
any combination to prodice a to ta l through-put of 50k samples per second,
consequently, there was a large f l e x i b i l i t y avai lable in se t t i ng sampling
rates. The primary and secondary systems recorded data on magnetic tapes i n
e i ther a continuous ( fas t ) or an in te rm i t ten t (slow) mode. In add i t ion , the
secondary system also saved data on disk in a c i r cu la r f i l e . In the event o f
a reactor scram, that disk f i l e was saved and the recording mode automatical ly
changed to f a s t . With th is feature about 15 seconds of high speed data before
a major unplanned event could be saved.

The t h i r d computer used in co l lec t ing data for th is experiment,
designated the On-line Cover Gas System (OLCS) DAS, was a DEC PDP-11/34 wi th
128k words of memory with an RSX-11M operating system. A DECtiET communications
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Fig. 1 Schematic of PA Data Acquisition System
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package linked the OLCS DAS to other display computers and made i t possible to
operate the OLCS local ly or from any display computer. Analog data on the
OLCS DAS was sampled on one second intervals and saved in reserved memory
locations. Every minute, the data for the p r io r 60 seconds was copied to a
disk f i l e and then averaged to obtain minute average values. The la t te r was
transmitted to ANL by DECNET.

The data for the P4 experiment needed to be displayed at the reactor s i te
and at ANL. Display systems were used to show operators and experimenters the
up-to-the-minute values of various parameters. Two separate systems were
used, one at the reactor s i te and one at ANL of f ices in Chicago, to provide
better coordination of the experiment. The computer used to provide display
at the reactor s i te was cal led the auxi l iary computer. The aux i l ia ry display
computer was a DEC PDP-11/60 with 128k words of memory using an RSX11M
operating system. High speed l inks to the primary and secondary DAS provided
data in the auxi l iary display computer several times per second. The data was
stored in memory to make i t possible for several programs to simultaneously
access and display the data in either graphic or tabular form. The auxi l iary
display computer also routed data from the OLCS DAS to the ANL computer and
sent one minute averages of data collected from the primary or secondary DAS
to ANL.

The display computer used to provide a display at AHL was a DEC PDP-11/60
with 128k words of memory using an RSXllfl operating system. At this computer
data was available in a standard format for programs to display, in
engineering units, any operating parameters used in the experiment. Data was
stored in daily f i les for easy access by l is t ing and plotting programs. Data
was also stored into real time f i les for easy access by programs needing the
most current information.

The system rel iabi l i ty was very high during the time that the data link
was in operation. The data link was shut down, for various reasons, for 33%
of the time during the three months that the link was in operation. These
shut downs were normally at times when the data link was not monitored at
ANL. This included set up of communications, hardware maintainance, and
computer failures linked to a variety of reasons. While the link was in
operation, 74% of the minute averaged data was received by the computer in
I l l inois within ten seconds of i ts transmission from the other computers and
80% of the data was received within 30 seconds of its transmission.
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3,2 Source Term Experiments at TREAT

A series of four experiments are currently (1984-1935) being conducted in
a source term experiments program (STEP) to investigate the behavior of
fission products released from typical reactor fuel overheated to the point of
"catastrophic" cladding degradation. Heatup and steam flow transients
simulate conditions expected in operating power reactors undergoing various
types of hypothetical severe accidents [ 7 ] . Duration of a test is about one
hour. A typical STEP test involves melding a considerable amount of test
instrumental on measuring state variables of temperature, pressure and flows.
For example, a heater control system must process about 50 temperature sensors
about every 5 s. in order to control temperatures in about 25 heater zones.
Sensor data from the experiment is collected and evaluated using a PDP-11
computer system and software package developed to l i s t , graph and process the
date either in real time or at a later date. This data collection system
includes many features of that i n i t i a l l y developed for the earlier P4
experiment (3.1).

On-line experiment control of heaters for temperature control and steam
boiler control was accomplished using a HP9845 desktop microcomputer.
Appropriate sensor outputs were processed through a DORIC Digitrend datalogger
and passed out through a RS232 port to the KP9845 where control programs were
applied on the basis of temperature setpoints and possibly flowrates. Because
the RS232 port l imits scanning to 1200 baud, the cycle time per update is
about 5-7 seconds.

Under normal circumstances TREAT amplifies and records experiment signals
from pressure, temperature and flow sensors. However, the TREAT system was
designed for data acquisition and recording only during a transient test.
Building on the P4 experience (Sec. 3.1), STEP has designed, acquired, and
implemented a related data aquisition and display system focusing, instead, on
real time display and communication to ANL- I l l ino is for checkout and
evaluation before, during, and after a test. Prior to the test detailed
checkouts and "dry runs" were performed to develop a desired level of
re l i ab i l i t y in a situation where a rerun of an actual test is not feasible.
During an actual test the communication l inks allow participation of
experimenters at many locations. After a test rapid reduction and
dissemination of data is achieved. The described computer system enables
speedy review of data at both Idaho and I l l i n o i s locations and allows for the
widest participation possible in decision making.

To avoid possible conf l ic t between the heater control and the data
aquisi fon and display system experiment sensors were routed through a second
datalogger. Output from one RS232 port passed terminal dedicated to
datalogger control . A second port connected a second control terminal at a
remote location (away from the reactor) via a pair of short haul modems. At
the remote area the signal was passed along to a Vadic modem for transmission
to ANL- I l l i no i s at 1200 baud via either a lease line (u t i l i z ing an X.25
concentrator) or commercial telephone line (as a backup). At ANL- I l l i no i s
data communications were received either of the two PDP-11/60 minicomputers
used for experiment data base storage (Sec. 4). A tnird port on the
datalogger feeds a PDP-11/23 minicomputer which was used in conjunction with
several terminals in both the reactor room or the remote area. Use of
existing and available equipment, guided the design of the described system,
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and despite some desire for faster and more exotic equipment, the system has
functioned quite reliably in the experiments performed thus far.

Much of the software used in this system was already in use from P4, For
STEP the software package was expanded to include additional features such as
presentations of elaborate schematic diagrams along with data or quantities
calculated from data displayed and updated in real time, fiany features of
this software package has been described in Sec. 2.1. Substantial benefit has
been achieved by compatability of this software with hardware at both Idaho
and Illinois locations.



4 , 0 COMPUTER LINKS AMONG DATA BASE, IBM MAINFRAME AMD USERS

Mini-computers, specifically DEC PDP-lls, form the central part of the
system. They are very useful in manipulating a large database interactively
and enable all users to access the data and programs. Each machine has 600
megabytes of disk storage. By contrast on the IBM mainframe under CMS,
individual users are unable to obtain sufficient space for this large a
database and programs are not generally accessible between users. Also time
sharing on a system designed for batch processing is slow and expensive.

Heavy users of the system have high speed direct lines into a Western
Peripheral's "smart switch" which connect them to both IBM and DEC systems,
providing access to all machines and all the data. Other users have regular
1200 baud dial up lines.

One PDP-11 has a high speed link to the IBM mainframe, using a parallel
port to emulate a card reader on one of the Remote Job Entry (RJE) stations.
This has a slave task in the DEC machine which can transfer 1500-Z000 "cards"
per minute depending on the task loading of both machines. This method is
used to transfer big jobs into the main machines batch queue and also to take
advantage of i t s expensive peripheral devices (FR80 microfiche printer and
plotter, 35mm slides, 16mm movies, 3800 laser printer, and regular 1200
line/minute remote line printers).

Thus, the computer network uses the IBM mainframe as i t was designed.
Interactive use is de-emphasized in favor of running large "number crunching"
experiment simulation codes. The mainframe also functions as an output device
for printing and plotting.

Micro-computers are suited for single user and real time operations.
Currently they are used mainly for these functions:

1) taking data real time and storing i t .
2) sending the data to a mini or mainframe computer
3) transferring small amounts of data or programs from one

machine to another
4} doing one-time small calculations in Basic or Fortran
5) some preliminary word processing or memo writing

Highlighting use 2 above, Kaypro-IV has been placed on a 9600 baud smart
switch. I t can transfer data or programs from one machine to another using a
specially devised modem program called LNK. This program allows the micro-
computer to be a terminal on any of our other machines with one great
advantage. It can transfer Ascii files either up or down. To transfer up,
the user uses the input mode of the machine's editor. To transfer down, he
catches what is sent into a f i le. The advantage of this program over common
modem programs is that i t is not necessary for the program to reside on both
machines. Since the program was written locally, i t is easy to modify for



other Z80 micros. Several users with home computers can now access the system
by phone either for programming or memo wr i t ing.

Secretaries also have a phone link from their MRI word processors for
downloading text and tables for formal typing and publication from either IBM,
DEC or microcomputer systems.
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5.0 PROGRAMMATIC RESULTS

While papers in a technical conference commonly describe the uje of
part icular analyt ical tools to solve par t icu lar technical problems, the
present paper has attempted to describe an integrated computer system
containing many such tools to assist in the solut ion of a wide variety of
technical problems associated with a directed program of research. I t is also
common to conclude technical papers wiUi an evaluation of how well a studied
method solves a part icular problem of in te res t . Likewise, i t is useful to
conclude the present paper wi th a summary of programmatic benef i ts received.
I t i s , a f te r a l l , such benefi ts which o f fse t the dol lar and manpower costs
described in Sec. 1.0.

Prior to creation of the network, even when test data was fu l l y
computerized, data took many days to ar r ive at AHL- I l l ino is . A l l test data
was then analyzed by only one or two indiv iduals and the processed test data
eventually disseminated to others in graphical or tabular form. Working
independently from th is graphical or tabular data, other analysts would run
codes, p r inc ipa l ly on the ANL IBM mainframe, to analyze test resu l ts , plan new
tests, and evaluate technological issues.

The major benefit wrought by the creation of the computer network has
been to integrate the above analyt ical processes. Every experimenter/analyst
now has ready access to the data of every t e s t . This includes access to a
wide, open-ended variety of analyt ical tools that includes (but not res t r i c ted
to) graphing, tabulat ing, and the a b i l i t y to move selected resul ts to the IBM
mainframe. Results of calculat ions performed on the mainframe are also
readily brought down for appropriate comparisons with data. Computer l inks
make the transfer of selected data from Idaho to I l l i n o i s nearly
"instantaneous".

Other, more tangible benefi ts have followed largely from th is
in tegra t ion . Analysis support manpower has been moved from "graph and tab le"
production to computer system management and improvement of analyt ical tools
to be used by a l l . Improvements of analy t ica l tools coupled with the l inks
between the data base and IBM mainframe have led to more sophisticated data
analysis and improved appl icat ion to technological issues. Moreover, reports
and other wide dissemination of test resul ts are produced more rapidly. In
summary: wi th the described computer network more tests can be better planned,
better performed, better evaluated, and reported more quickly than before.
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